Abstract-Video-based vehicle speed measurement systems are known as effective applications for Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) due to their great development capabilities and low costs. These systems utilize camera outputs to apply video processing techniques and extract the desired information. This paper presents a new vehicle speed measurement approach based on motion detection. Contrary to featurebased methods that need visual features of the vehicles like license-plate or windshield, the proposed method is able to estimate vehicle's speed by analyzing its motion parameters inside a pre-defined Region of Interest (ROI) with specified dimensions. This capability provides realtime computing and performs better than feature-based approaches. The proposed method consists of three primary modules including vehicle detection, tracking, and speed measurement. Each moving object is detected as it enters the ROI by the means of Mixture-of-Gaussian background subtraction method. Then by applying morphology transforms, the distinct parts of these objects turn into unified filled shapes and some defined filtration functions leave behind only the objects with the highest possibility of being a vehicle. Detected vehicles are then tracked using blob tracking algorithm and their displacement among sequential frames are calculated for final speed measurement module. The outputs of the system include the vehicle's image, its corresponding speed, and detection time. Experimental results show that the proposed approach has an acceptable accuracy in comparison with current speed measurement systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transportation is very much intertwined with our daily lives and it plays a significant role. As the demands for transportations in metropolitan areas have been increasing, the authorities' answers could not be limited only to build new infrastructures or widening the existing roads. With the passage of time, it faced many important issues like car accidents, traffic congestions, air pollution and other challenging matters [1] . Therefore, evolution in transportation systems is required to balance the society's demands and existing transportation sources. This evolution took place by the means of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) [2] . Over the last three decades, the initiation, development, and deployment of ITS services have resulted in higher efficiency and enhanced management of traffic-related problems [3] . ITS applications have the advantage of integrating cutting-edge technologies and communication tools with the facilities of transportation. This benefit makes them strong enough to be used in monitoring traffic flow, violation detection and mobility enhancement purposes [4] [5] . Among different approaches of ITS, the VideoBased Intelligent Transportation System (VB-ITS) which executes based on the output of video cameras are more suitable and have the advantages of easy maintenance and high flexibility in traffic monitoring [6] . Therefore, over the past decade, applying video-based systems has been a topic of great interest to researchers that can lead to faster development of transportation planning and traffic engineering applications [7] . Traffic flow control approaches like vehicle count and classification, traffic density estimation and speed measurement are some of the most popular applications of video-based ITS [8] . Among them, vehicle speed measurement is a wellknown process to recognize violations in video-based systems.
In the last few years, cameras have become an important part of speed measurement systems. They have the benefits of lower maintenance costs, a wider field of view and providing better documentation proofs [8] . Moreover, considering recent improvements in image/video processing algorithms, there has been a great interest to utilize computer vision techniques to process the images of vehicles captured by these cameras, known as vision-based approaches [10] . Since moving vehicle describes how fast it moves in a particular period of time, the distance of movement and elapsed time form the two main parameters to calculate vehicle's speed. It has to be mentioned that typically there are two types of speeds including average and instantaneous speed. An average speed expresses how much distance a vehicle covers during a certain time span, while the instantaneous speed refers to the exact speed that a vehicle is moving at a given instant in time. In this paper, the term speed refers to instantaneous and not the average speed. In vision-based speed measurement approaches, the time period can be calculated from the video's frame-rate parameter, known as frames-persecond (fps). By tracking a vehicle in consecutive frames, the number of vehicle's presence frames is divided by fps to calculate the time period in seconds. In addition, to estimate a vehicle's movement distance, a pixel-to-meter mapping process is needed that converts a point X in the real 3D world to its corresponding pixel Y in the digital image [17] . Vision-based methods can be divided into singular and monocular vision categories, but they commonly use one camera as the monitoring sensor device [18] . As another classification, generally in vehicle detection applications, there are two main categories including motion-based and feature-based methods [19] . Feature-based approaches try to find some specific visual features of the vehicles like license-plate, rear light or front-hood in each frame and are more common in monocular systems. Although these methods need high computational costs, they mostly provide better accuracies because of dependency to a static feature and higher probability to filter non-vehicle objects [20] . On the other hand, in motion-based methodologies, all moving parts of the scene are detected and considered as a unique moving vehicle. Motionbased approaches are not dependent on visual features but they provide a shorter time and lower computational costs that make them appropriate for real-time systems. To solve the problems related to lack of visual features, these methods should filter non-vehicle objects in ROI by some filtration functions. Although cameras often suffer from some challenging drawbacks like sensitivity to light and weather conditions, these issues can be handled by the deployment of appropriate video processing techniques [16] .
In this paper, a robust approach to measure instantaneous speed using vehicle detection and tracking is proposed that can handle the lack of sufficient visual features of vehicles due to low frame-rate data acquisition cameras. This method uses motion information of moving vehicles inside a predefined ROI and filters non-vehicle objects by defining multiple vehicle detection strategies. The vehicles inside the ROI are tracked by a blob tracking method and the number of frames is stored for speed calculation. Our implementation results using real data showed that the proposed method can detect vehicles with high accuracies in most common cases and estimate their speed with 94.83% sensitivity. Additionally, the method can provide speed measurement results with lower processing frames, which makes them appropriate especially in embedded systems with limited sources and real-time applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: previous approaches are presented in Section II and the proposed method to utilize motion information for speed measurement is discussed in Section III. In Section IV, some experimental results to analyze the performance of the proposed method are presented. Finally, a conclusion will be drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
The main goal of vehicle detection methods is to separate vehicles from other non-vehicle objects like road surface and pedestrians. Detected vehicles are later tracked for various purposes such as traffic estimation, vehicle count and speed measurement [21] . A fully automated system for traffic surveillance is presented in [22] that take advantage of motion detection and tracking techniques to detect vehicles by utilizing good features to track and Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracking algorithms. Considering self-calibration advantage, the performance of the system is highly dependent to correct detection of lanes in order to detect and track vehicles. In [23] a 3D tracking method based on the probabilistic inference theory for challenging scenarios is presented that uses background subtraction technique to find moving vehicles' width and length and then constructs their third dimension by applying a homograph matrix on final blob objects. Here, the possibility of misclassification in detecting a vehicle type through its size can be a challenging issue. Another vehicle detection method based on And-Or-Graph (AOG) was proposed in [24] that tackles the multiscale problem of vehicles in the video scene. This approach detects large-scale vehicles by their visual features and small-scale vehicles by their contours and edges. Additionally, in [25] the same AOG structure for congested traffic conditions is used to detect vehicles by their windscreen as a detection parameter, especially in occluded traffic conditions. Each vehicle node in the graph is mapped into separate parts of the windscreen and Active-Basis Model (ABM). The vehicle node is applied beside a wavelet transform algorithm to match input vehicle parameters. Another approach presented in [26] utilizes regression analysis for detection, classification and counting of vehicles in a video scene that provides the benefit of lower time consumption and calculation due to group tracking of vehicles in congested traffic situations. The main purpose of [24] [25] [26] approaches is to introduce a method to work almost well in traffic occlusion situations, while the proposed method tries to waiver this challenge by defining inscribed detection areas for each vehicle. In [27] On the other hand, some other studies focused on the speed measurement process using different tracking and mapping methods. A system for speed measurement in the low-light conditions was proposed in [29] that performs detecting and pairing headlights of vehicles. The main challenge of this system is the correct pairing of vehicle's headlights which is performed by the Normalized Cross-Correlation Method (NCCM) and PinHole techniques. In [30] , a simulation model for speed measurement by License-Plate Reading (LPR) and tracking using Elsag O2CR technology for both monocular and binocular systems is introduced that is performed by defining pan, elevation and roll angles of the video camera. Similarly, in [33] a method to measure vehicle speed in stereo-vision systems based on detection of license-plate and the corresponding detection time to calculate vehicle speed is proposed. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) methods are used in this method to recognize license-plate characters that resulted in less than 3 km/h speed measurement error. In both [30] and [33] approaches, the performance is highly dependent to correct recognition of license plate's characters and mapping process which can be a challenge in low illumination or quality conditions. As another methodology, [31] introduces a block-based AdaBoost algorithm that is able to calculate vehicle speed even in low-quality videos. The classified objects then segmented into 5×5 blocks and neighbor edges combined using Edge Oriented Histogram (EOH) method. The objects later tracked by Lucas-Kanade (LK) algorithm to measure vehicle speed which resulted in 98.6% detection and 97.7% speed measurement accuracy. The main challenge of this system is high computational costs and processing time. In [32] , a motion and text detection method is presented that uses Motion History Image (MHI) and Vertical Projection Profile (VPP) for vehicle detection and segmentation lanes. Each detected vehicle's license-plate is then detected using Text-HOG descriptor and the detected features are later tracked using LK algorithm. The authors of [32] also provided an available speed measurement dataset which has been used in the proposed method for the experiment, too. Correspondingly, in [34] a gray constraint Optical Flow algorithm and a new three frame differentiation method to detect moving vehicles are presented that takes advantage of Horn and Schunck tracking algorithm. The methods presented in [32] and [34] are more similar to the proposed method which is described in Section3 due to applying motion detection algorithms for speed measurement.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The presented approach aims to measure the instantaneous speed of vehicles by tracking their motion characteristics in the video output of a stationary camera. Such system targets urban areas due to limited speeds of the vehicles. The proposed method is not dependent on visual features of vehicles like license-plate or tail-light that leads to performing the whole process in a shorter time and without the need for further matching of visual parameters. Detected vehicles across sequential frames are later tracked and their corresponding speeds are calculated by analyzing the number of frames needed for the vehicle to cross a predefined region. As it is demonstrated in Fig.1 , the proposed method consists of five sequential steps including pre-processing, vehicle detection, vehicle tracking and speed measurement followed by a violation detection module. Some assumptions considered for this system including no sudden changes of illumination and vehicle speed, a fixed camera installed at a high position with the view of the road surface, normal light conditions and predefined region with real known dimensions. The whole process is organized as follows:
A. Pre-processing and Calibration
In the first step, some calibration and initiation of variables need to be performed. The conversion of RGB video frames to grayscale mode can reduce processing channels. Furthermore, by defining a Region-of-Interest (ROI) to filter useless parts of the scene -parts that do not affect the final result-the main process executes with a lower computational cost. The ROI should be defined on a road lane with known length and width in a real-world environment. As can be seen in Fig.2 , this region should have appropriate size to cover the whole vehicle area, a suitable position to crop the most probable place in which vehicles appear -i.e. lanes-and also the ability to adjust these two factors for configuration and calibration. It has to be mentioned in this manuscript, each ROI is placed in a single road lane. 
B. Vehicle Detection
The second step in the proposed approach is to detect vehicles by their motion history inside the ROI. Background subtraction method is one of the most popular techniques to detect object motions. In this case, each frame compares to a static frame -i.e. background scene-and the difference of frames present in a binary image format [35] . Thus, pixels with different values in comparison to the reference pixel are extracted and considered as moving parts. This method is very sensitive to small changes, where moving leaves of trees or any sudden illumination changes may be considered as motion [36] . Therefore, the reference frame should be updated alternatively to avoid this issue. One of the extensions to the common background subtraction method is Mixture of Gaussian (MOG) background subtraction that is dependent to a combination of frames instead of only one frame [37] . In this method, for each background pixel, a mixture of k Gaussian distribution and a weighting parameter are utilized to save the lifetime of pixels in the scene. Thus, remaining pixels with more than a threshold time in the scene means they have the higher possibility of belonging to the background scene. On the other hand, if the pixel remains unchanged for a period of time, it is considered as a dominant background pixel. The differences between a common background subtraction method and a MOG-BS result is shown in Fig.3 . As it is shown in Fig.3 , the overall shape of a moving vehicle in the final binary image is comprised of multiple separate parts due to various illuminations in different frames. In some approaches like Optical Flow, each moving part expresses by motion vectors and finally, a collection of vectors is combined as a single object by similarity analysis [15] . In the proposed method, morphological transformations are utilized to present a single object as the vehicle for detection and tracking process. These transformations are some mathematical operations with two inputs including a binary image and the kernel (structuring element) [14] . Among different morphological transforms, opening and closing functions have been used in this method. Fill-holes or flood-fill method is another operation which fills inside the connected-components of an object by predefined pixels due to their illumination and nearness parameters [13] . In this method, closing, filling the holes and opening operations are used to provide a filled shape representing a vehicle respectively, as it is shown in Fig.4 . After these operations, each moving object -known as a blob-is referred to a moving vehicle inside ROI region. These blobs are not dependent on visual features of the vehicle and consequently, they can be any other moving objects like pedestrians or animals crossing the streets. To handle this challenge and to filter non-vehicle objects, three sequential filters namely maximum blob, thresholding and trajectory filtrations are used in the proposed method as follows: calibration step, the ROI is selected in the part of the scene that covers a vehicle area. Therefore, by dismissing smaller blobs, the probability of being a vehicle increases. Fig.5 shows an instance of this module's effect. As it can be seen, only the vehicles moving inside the current lane which have larger blob area is found and the other vehicle with a partial observable blob is dismissed.  Thresholding Filtration -After applying the first filter, some maximum and minimum thresholds should be defined for the system based on a fraction of ROI size. For instance, if the largest found blob is smaller than an ordinary vehicle size or the width to height ratio of the object is smaller than a predefined threshold, these blobs should be dismissed. Thus, by utilizing this filtration method as the second sequential filter, motorcycles and individual pedestrians will be filtered and only blobs with the rational vehicle sizes will remain on the scene for further process. Fig.6 shows the final result of applying this filtration where the motorcycle and pedestrian are dismissed.  Trajectory Filtration -In some situations like where multiple pedestrians walking beside each other since the emerged blob size is larger than the minimum threshold, it may not be dismissed by the two past filters. For this reason, the trajectory filter considers the corresponding displacement of blobs in sequential frames to waiver non-vehicle objects. Because the pedestrians are commonly walk through crosswalk -which is perpendicular to the roadway-they are recognized as non-vehicle objects. Therefore, the location of each blob is stored to obtain its trajectory. Fig.7 shows the effect of this filtration step where the emerged blob is not considered as a vehicle due to the unsuitable trajectory. Finally, only the moving blobs which are highly probable to be a vehicle will be left on the binary frames and send to tracking step for further processes.
C. Vehicle Tracking
The output of detection step -i.e. vehicle's blob inside the ROI-should be tracked in sequential frames to detect motion. Tracking process can be performed using various techniques. In the proposed method, if the vehicle has just entered the ROI, means it has not been tracked yet, it should be labeled by a VehicleID. In addition, a FrameCounter variable to preserve the number of frames refers to vehicle presence inside the ROI is initialized. As long as vehicle blob with the same VehicleID is observable inside the ROI, horizontal centroid of each blob preserves for further tracking process and the displacement of each blob in two sequential frames is calculated in pixels. The amount of displacement is not constant due to capture-related reasons, changes of blob shape over time and the perspective effect of the camera. These important factors should be considered in the format of a calibration parameter to provide true displacement calculation results. For this reason, a regression thresholding parameter pc is utilized that behaves differently in various parts of the ROI. Finally, the average of displacements, dp total , and the count of frames FrameCounter dispatch to speed measurement step. Equation (1) shows the displacement calculation in pixels.
Where dp i is the amount of displacement in frame i in comparison with the previous frame and pc is calibration constant. In addition, pos i and pos i-1 are horizontal blob centroids in frame i and i-1, respectively. As long as the vehicle lasts inside the ROI, this operation is repeated and by leaving the region, the average of displacements is calculated as it has been shown in Equation (2) Fig.8 and Fig.9 present the tracking algorithm and a common output of this step, respectively. Violet lines in Fig.9 refers to the horizontal centroid of blobs in each frame. 
D. Speed Measurement
In this step, two important parameters including the amount of displacement and elapsed time are needed to calculate the vehicle's speed. Each displacement vector is a measure of the instantaneous speed in a period of time in pixels. To transform this measure to the real world scale -i.e. km/h-two separate mapping functions for pixels to meters and frames to seconds' conversion should be defined. Since the size of ROI is known in pixels and the calibration constant pc, pixel density is:
Where ratio refers to the average area exist in each pixel of ROI in meters. Thus, the displacement is 
On the other hand, to calculate time in seconds, timerelated parameters including FrameCounter and fps are needed. Therefore, the elapsed time is:
Finally, vehicles speed in km/h is calculated using Equation (6):
The final calculated speed is, in fact, the average of multiple instantaneous speeds of the vehicle inside the ROI. Since the displacement of vehicles inside the ROI is within a few meters, the difference between average and instantaneous speeds is not severe.
E. Violation Detection
As there are various speed limitations for different types of roads, the final calculated speed of vehicles should be compared to the legal speed limit. Thus, by detecting a speed violation an image of the vehicle should be captured as evidence in addition to its speed and time of presence in ROI. In metropolitan areas, the speed limit is commonly 50-70 km/h while this limit in highway areas is 90-120 km/h, considering the type and capacity of the road.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the performances of the proposed approach in terms of detection and speed measurement accuracy are presented. The input of the system is video data and the output is a series of vehicle images with their corresponding calculated speed and image acquire time. Some more information like VehicleID and FrameCounter were also stored in an XML file for further analysis. The system was analyzed on a computer with Intel Core 2Duo 2.66 GHz with 4GB of DDR2 RAM. In this regard, provided datasets are discussed in Section IV-A. In Section IV-B, the criteria for vehicle detection and speed measurement purpose are introduced. Additionally, two different examinations have been performed on presented datasets including vehicle detection and speed measurement experiments that are discussed in Sections IV-C and IV-D, respectively. Finally, a comparison with related works is discussed in Section IV-E.
A. Datasets
To analyze the performance of the proposed system, three video datasets provided by academic organizations have been utilized. The first one is provided by the Federal University of Technology of Paraná (FUTP) including five H264 videos with different illumination and weather conditions summarized in Table 1 [32] . This dataset is captured by a five-megapixel image sensor with the resolution of 1920×1080 and 30.15 fps. Each video has an associated ground truth value containing vehicle speeds measured by a high precision system based on inductive loop detectors, properly calibrated and approved by the Brazilian national metrology agency (Inmetro). The second dataset is Amirkabir Artificial Intelligence Competitions Urban Highway Traffic dataset (AAIC_UHT) produced by Amirkabir University including twelve MP4 videos of urban traffic with the duration of five minutes and 29 fps with no available vehicle speeds [12] . The main reason for utilizing this dataset is to calculate vehicle detection accuracy of the proposed system. Finally, the third dataset is a real condition video provided by the authors of this work with the contribution of University of Guilan Business Incubator (UGBI) including a thirty-minute grayscale video with the resolution of 1920×1080 and 20 fps [39] . To provide data, a five-megapixel low-cost camera located in the University of Guilan's campus which captured passing vehicles in daylight conditions. Subsequently, a vehicle with steady speed bypassed several times in the field of view of the camera and its real speed provided by the vehicle's cruise control system was stored for further experiments. The main reason for utilizing this dataset was to examine the performance of the proposed method with a lower fps real-condition video. Since in lower fps vehicle's motion looks jagged, the occurred motion blur effect leads to loss of details which can be considered as a challenge for vehicle detection, tracking, and speed measurement modules. Table 1 shows the properties of FUTP and UGBI datasets with their corresponding vehicle speed ranges. Additionally, Fig.10 shows some instance frames of these datasets. 
B. Evaluation Criteria
This section introduces the main criteria for later experiments presented in section IV-C and IV-D. Experiments are analyzed on the basis of three key criteria as follows:
 Sensitivity: this factor is a commonly used statistical measure of performance for relevance evaluation which is defined as the fraction of relevant data among the whole retrieved results. Relevant data or correctly classified objects are also known as hit or True-Positive (TP) and FalseNegative (FN) indicates data which are wrongly classified as irrelevant. Consequently, the whole retrieved results are the sum of TP and FN values.  Mean Squared Error (MSE): this factor measures the average of the squares of the errors.
An error is referred to the difference between real and estimated data in experiments.  Variance: this factor is the expectation of the squared deviation of a random variable from its mean.
C. Vehicle Detection
The main reason for conducting this experiment was to obtain the performance of the proposed method for vehicle detection presented in Section III-B. Thus, the ROI location was adjusted based on the properties of each dataset for calibration of the system. To perform this experiment, the sensitivity factor defines as the number of correctly detected vehicles by the system among the real number of existed vehicles in the dataset. Table 2 shows the result of vehicle detection analysis. As can be seen in Table 2 , the accuracy of the system for vehicle detection is acceptable in most cases. It should be reminded that the proposed method is not dependent on any visual features of vehicles which avoids some misclassification of objects due to the inability of detection features in sequential frames. The main reasons for providing such accuracies for vehicle detection can be summarized as appropriate motion detection and nonvehicle object filtration inside the predefined ROI.
D. Speed Measurement
This experiment was performed to calculate the accuracy of the proposed method in speed measurement. It should be noted that both the speed measurement results and real vehicle speeds are stored as floating point numbers and thus, the probability of being equal to each other is extremely low. Consequently, to compare them, an acceptable limit of speeds should be defined which is [-3, +2] km/h in this study according to U.S. standard acceptable limits. So if the subtraction of measured and real speeds is within the limited range, the measured speed is considered as Ideal. Else, it falls into More or Less categories for higher and lower than defined limits, respectively. Table 3 demonstrates the analysis results of speed measurement using the proposed method. Since the real speed of passing vehicles is unavailable in AAIC_UHT dataset, this experiment was performed on FUTP and UGBI datasets only. Table 3 shows the speed measurement accuracy in two different statistical criteria including sensitivity and analytical accuracy. Sensitivity is the percentage of Ideal classified data among all available vehicle speeds in the dataset. On the other hand, analytical accuracy contains MSE and variance parameters which are related to the difference between real and calculated results. As it can be seen in Table 3 , in case of appropriate illumination and weather conditions, more than 94% of vehicle speeds have been calculated within Ideal limitation by the means of the proposed method on FUTP dataset. Additionally, Fig.11 shows the distribution of real and calculated speed subtraction errors in km/h. Errors within [-3, +2 ] km/h is demonstrated with pattern-filled bars.
E. Comparison with Related Works
To compare the pros and cons of the proposed method with another speed measurement approach, the system presented in [32] was selected, because it also analyzed the results on FUTP dataset. Experimental results in [32] were also compared with an ideal license-plate detector and a particle filter tracker approach presented in [11] . Table 4 shows the results compared with the mentioned references.
According to Table 4 , the final experimental results show that the accuracy of the proposed method is not much different from feature-based and ideal detector approaches. Although the method presented in [32] provided better results compared with an ideal detector, it needs at least 10 frames -from the first detection of license-plate in the scene to the last appearance inside the ROI-to track vehicles which leads to an average of 49.8 milliseconds tracking process per frame. On the other hand, the proposed method needs at least 4 frames for tracking a vehicle, while providing more fps can result in better speed measurement accuracy due to more available displacement samples. Hence, the proposed method needs fewer frames for analysis which provides the advantage of real-time performance. Additionally, to analyze the performance of these two methods on real conditions, a set of calculations have been performed with different camera frame-rates. Table  5 shows the maximum number of vehicle appearances inside the ROI in different frame-rates and for various speeds. The least needed appearances for tracking and speed measurement are 4 and 10 times for the proposed and feature-based method presented in [32] , respectively. In addition, to satisfy the least number of appearances, the ROI dimensions are set to 5 and 12 meters for the proposed and feature-based method, respectively. Since the proposed method needs a smaller ROI size, the number of vehicle appearances is also less than the other approach. In Table 5 , highlighted cells with strikethrough lines refer to inadequate vehicle appearance for speed measurement. As it can be seen, to measure speeds higher than 100 km/h, the camera's frame-rate should be higher than 30 for both methods. Table  2 can be summarized as poor camera quality, camera shakes -especially in AAIC_UHT dataset-, high-density traffic and low camera height in which the vehicles are shown as a unique blob, e.g. video2 of AAIC_UHT dataset. Fig.12 shows some of these challenging scenarios that resulted in system failure in vehicle detection, tracking or speed measurement. To reduce the error rate, the system can be equipped with a model for vehicle detection based on dimensions, ratio and some other comparable properties of common vehicle types. The method also could not be applied during nighttime because subtraction of background scene is a challenging issue in low light conditions. Additionally, the speed measurement module in Set01_video01 provided lower error-rates according to Table 3 . The main reason for this sensitivity was the advantage of providing normal light and traffic volume conditions. On the other hand, the system could estimate vehicles with slower speed more accurately due to more vehicle appearances inside the ROI according to Table 5 . Thus, it can be noted that the system is mainly designed to detect speed violations in urban areas with no traffic occlusion conditions due to the lower speed of vehicles. Nowadays, the most established sensing solutions have become available for speed limit enforcement, e.g. millimeter-wave radar and Lidar technologies [10] . Both instruments have the advantage of high accuracy and reliability which makes them appropriate tools for vehicle speed measurement. Nevertheless, since these instruments do not have the ability to provide legal documentation for authorities, they are frequently integrated with some image capturing units like highresolution cameras [38] . Although it is known as an appropriate solution, synchronization of camera and speed measurement device is a challenging issue. Thus, providing a video-based speed measurement application like the proposed method with appropriate accuracy can be considered as a great alternative due to lower cost and better expandability in comparison with radar and Lidar systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a video-based vehicle speed measurement system for traffic applications as a part of intelligent transportation systems. The suggested approach works on the output videos of road cameras and produces detected vehicle images, their estimated speed, and detection time. This method is based on motion detection algorithms and contains three sequential components, viz. vehicle detection, tracking, and speed measurement. In the detection step, Mixture-of-Gaussian background subtraction method and morphology transforms are utilized. Detected objects are then tracked using blob tracking algorithm and their displacement in comparison with the previous frame. The average displacements inside the region of interest were used for speed measurement. In addition, the proposed method is not dependent on the visual features of vehicles and detects them inside a predefined region by analyzing their motion parameters. To analyze the method, it was tested on two different real datasets and the final results validated the accuracy of more than 94% for vehicle detection and 94.8% for speed measurement.
